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The play-to-earn blockchain game. Blockchain Monster Hunt has set off a storm in the game industry
since its launch in September 2021. Inspired by Pokémon-GO, this multi chain game operates
entirely on blockchain technology. But what is it?
 

Blockchain Monster Hunt (BCMH)Explained
Blockchain Monster Hunt (BCMH) is the first multi-chain NFT game. It brings a gaming experience
where players can play on multiple chains and have the opportunity to communicate with each
other.

Compared with other games built on Polygon, ETH,  and BSC, this game can first radiate to a wider
range and meet the needs of users for most systems.

As a cross chain, BCMH remains open to a range of communities. Due to its intuitive and addictive
reward mechanism, as well as a fair environment for players with all financial backgrounds, it has
attracted non gamers all over the world.

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

BCMC: The Main Token of Blockchain Monster Hunt
Blockchain Monster Hunt works much like Pokémon-GO. It allows players to explore new places to
operate on the blockchain and hunt myriad monsters. Each block on the blockchain is a unique
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space, in which there may be some monsters. Their genes and types give them a unique position in
each block.

Players can hunt and capture these monsters and have the opportunity to obtain BCMC, the main
token of the game.

Monsters in the game are generated and deeply bound to the timeline of blockchain production. The
block reward time will be used as the production time of mining monsters. The output chain of each
monster can be queried on the Internet rather than controlled by other rules.

 

How to Earn BCMC Token?
Like every blockchain project, Blockchain Monster Hunt has its own token, called BCMC. According
to CoinMarketCap, the current price is £ 0.42 /$0.53.

BCMC is used for almost all activities in the game. For example, it can be used to increase the
probability of catching monsters, pay transaction fees, mine BCMC with piles, or purchase insurance
to protect your monsters by preventing NFT from burning battles.

It is obtained by fighting, and the reward amount is dynamically adjusted according to the difficulty
of the game, which is similar to Bitcoin mining.

In addition to gameplay, Blockchain Monster Hunt has also built other business scenarios, such as
advertising system, gift card system, festival activities, and the linkage between token assets of
some partners and NFT assets in the system.
 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

How to Play Blockchain Monster Hunt Well?
In order to play Blockchain Monster Hunt, the first step is to connect the wallet. This can be done
through MetaMask or WalletConnect. Then, users need to select their favorite blockchain to play.
With the creation of wallets and chains, they can now hunt NFT monsters from the multiverse and
buy them from the market. The way to get rewards in this game is to fight monsters in exchange for
BCMC ERC-20 tokens.
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